Invitation to the
MIC Summer School for
PhD students "Cutting Edge Microscopy"

Dear participants of the Cutting Edge Microscopy (CEM) PhD specialization

We are pleased to invite you to register for the MIC Summer School taking place from June 28 to 30, 2017. This year we have organized the MIC Summer School in three modules. Please register separately to each module as outlined below.

1. **MIC Research Day on June 28, 2017.** Please find further information and the registration interface on the [MIC Webpage](#). A selection of application examples from members of the Microscopy Imaging Center (MIC) will be presented. You should take this as a chance to get into contact with MIC members. A preliminary program will be provided soon. The MIC Research Day is compulsory for all CEM PhD students.

2. **CEM Summer School 2017 PhD student day – Kick-Off event on June 29, 2017.** We will meet at Schloss Bümliz for presentations and discussions in a relaxed atmosphere. This day will be rewarded with 0.5 ECTS. Please register until 28th April via [KSL 433758](#). More detailed information is available on the MIC webpage, please see Education/Workshops. This day is compulsory for all CEM PhD students.

3. **MIC Workshop “Preparing images for publication and presentation” on June 30, 2017.** Dr. Dimitri Vanhecke, University Fribourg, -a member of the MIC - kindly offered to introduce hints and tricks for image preparation for publication and presentation. For this purpose he will apply powerful image processing tools available on virtually any laptop. Please bring your own laptop. This day will be rewarded with 0.5 ECTS. Please register until 28th April via [KSL 433659](#). More detailed information is available on the MIC webpage, please see Education/Workshops. This day is compulsory for all CEM PhD students. However, please contact us, if you consider the topic of this course redundant to your already achieved image processing expertise.

Please save the date of the “Nacht der Forschung” of the University of Bern on Saturday, September 16, 2017, from 4 pm until midnight. For the entertaining but also scientific program of the MIC your active support is needed.

Please also note that registration for the [lecture series «Cutting Edge Microscopy»](#) is open via [KSL 9256](#). Deadline for registration is September 18, 2017. In January 2018 a written exam to this lecture series will take place, which has to be passed successfully by all CEM PhD students.

Kind regards

Marlene Wolf
Coordinator of the CEM PhD specialization
marlene.wolf@gcb.unibe.ch